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SECTION EDITOR’S NOTE
Photobiology 101
Davenport et al (1997) demonstrate a potentially useful method for the
testing of sunscreens for protection against immune suppression.
Whereas the use of cells from skin explants in a mixed epidermal cell
lymphocyte reaction as a measure of skin immune function appears
creative and useful for screening new agents and/or formulations, there
is a problem with the data presented by these authors. Quite simply
the authors’ claim that their results ‘‘consistently demonstrated that all
the test sunscreens protected beyond their designated sun protection
factors’’ is not an accurate statement. Although the authors have
demonstrated a consistent and reproducible dose-dependent reduction
in epidermal immune function and the ability of sunscreens to protect
against this reduction, no systematic and statistically significant analysis
of protection against immune suppression is presented anywhere in
the report.
The proper method for the analysis of the protective effects on the
tested sunscreens is presented in Fig 1. In Fig 1, the UV doses required
to cause a 50% reduction in mixed epidermal cell lymphocyte reaction
are indicated by the dashed vertical lines. The ratio of the UV doses
with and without sunscreen is the measure of protection. Hence this
re-analysis of the data shows that in three cases (creams A, C, and E)
the sunscreen-protected explants were not exposed to UV doses
sufficient to reach 50% reduction. The correctly analyzed ratios are
summarized in Table I.
Thus, a re-analysis shows not only that none of the sunscreens
exceed the label SPF value but also that none matched the intended
SPF value – a conclusion diametrically opposite to that stated by the
authors and cited in In This Issue (J Invest Dermatol, 108:835, 1997).
Finally, whereas the authors’ summary statement indicates the
potential utility of the mixed epidermal cell lymphocyte reaction as
being easy, reproducible, noninvasive, and animal sparing, there appears
to be another problem in that the sensitivity of their assay appears to
be much less than those previously published using in vivo assays
(Cooper et al, 1985).
Francis P. Gasparro
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Figure 1.
Table I. Protection factors
Cream Label SPF UV dose ratio
A 5.7 IDa (.3, ,5?)
B 4.5 1.9
C 3.6 ID (µ3)
D 5.0 2.0
E 3.8 ID (µ2)
F (vehicle) (1.2) (1.3)
aID, insufficient data for calculation, estimated values in parentheses.
